Carbon nanotube composite coating of neural microelectrodes preferentially improves the multiunit signal-to-noise ratio.
Extracellular metal microelectrodes are widely used to record single neuron activity in vivo. However, their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is often far from optimal due to their high impedance value. It has been recently reported that carbon nanotube (CNT) coatings may decrease microelectrode impedance, thus improving their performance. To tease out the different contributions to SNR of CNT-coated microelectrodes we carried out impedance and noise spectroscopy measurements of platinum/tungsten microelectrodes coated with a polypyrrole-CNT composite. Neuronal signals were recorded in vivo from rat cortex by employing tetrodes with two recording sites coated with polypyrrole-CNT and the remaining two left untreated. We found that polypyrrole-CNT coating significantly reduced the microelectrode impedance at all neuronal signal frequencies (from 1 to 10 000 Hz) and induced a significant improvement of the SNR, up to fourfold on average, in the 150-1500 Hz frequency range, largely corresponding to the multiunit frequency band. An equivalent circuit, previously proposed for porous conducting polymer coatings, reproduced the impedance spectra of our coated electrodes but could not explain the frequency dependence of SNR improvement following polypyrrole-CNT coating. This implies that neither the neural signal amplitude, as recorded by a CNT-coated metal microelectrode, nor noise can be fully described by the equivalent circuit model we used here and suggests that a more detailed approach may be needed to better understand the signal propagation at the electrode-solution interface. Finally, the presence of significant noise components that are neither thermal nor electronic makes it difficult to establish a direct relationship between the actual electrode noise and the impedance spectra.